

Host John A says:
******** Continue Pharaoh Mission ******  
                    " System Test"  
                          Part 2: 
         The Barbary Affair continued

TO Horn says:
::Enters bridge of the pharaoh and notices that it is empty::

XO Starks says:
:: on station turbo lift ::

CO McPhee says:
::leans over a railing::

CNS Janan says:
::standing on the deck of the ship looking thoughtful::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: on the deck of the Enterprise, looking at the rigging and Main Sails ::

CO McPhee says:
::a chime sounds in the base commander's office::

CTO T’Rel says:
::is on the deck by the cannons::

TO Horn says:
::Alex gives off an evil grin:: Self: Shiver me timbers, I am the new Captian. ::says with a piraty voice::

XO Starks says:
:: enters  station transporter room ::

CO McPhee says:
All: A med kit...does anyone have a med kit?

XO Starks says:
TR Cheif: Okay I want in that holodeck

TO Horn says:
::Pointing to a non-exsitant person:: Self: We'll keel haul that land lubber

XO Starks says:
<TR Cheif> XO:that's crazy commander your pattern could be totally scattered by the holo grid

CO McPhee says:
<Base Operations>: Captain von Krieg, we have a situation on the station...

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: Alright people. controls are locked and outside communications are down... the best way out is by finishing the program

CNS Janan says:
::looks at the CO:: CO: I somehow think it is not the type of thing people usually bring to a holodeck.

CO McPhee says:
@<vKrieg>::stares at the small phaser in his hand::

XO Starks says:
:: stepping onto pad :: TR Cheif: I'll take that chance, route emergency power to the pattern enhancers

XO Starks says:
TR Cheif: energize

FCO Qwynn says:
Computer: Arch  :: the arch appears and she submits a brief log.  The arch then disappears ::

CNS Janan says:
::looks to the Admiral:: Admiral: And do we get any ideas what finishing the program actual entails?

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: I should row to the Constitution and play Capt Preble. Capt McPhee shouldn stay here as Capt Decater.

TO Horn says:
Self: Where is me parrot? I need me parrot ::continues saying in a pirate voice::

CO McPhee says:
<Base Operations>.: CO: Captain, please acknowledge...

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: Communications outside the holo deck remain quiet

FCO Qwynn says:
:: approaches Admiral K'rust and Captain McPhee ::  Sirs...

Host Admiral K’rust says:
FCO: Lt?

CO McPhee says:
<vKrieg>::sweat beads on his forehead::

XO Starks says:
:: a weak Transporter beam appears on the deck on the sailing ship and the XO appears ::

FCO Qwynn says:
ADM: Admiral... I am at your service, what can I do to help, sir. :: looks at Captain McPhee ::  Sirs

CTO T’Rel says:
::looks up at the XO::

TO Horn says:
::After a few seconds of playing:: *XO*: Where do you want me to report to sir?

XO Starks says:
:: slightly disorientated by the transport ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
XO: James! Welcome aboard! Our Engineer need some help

CNS Janan says:
::looks around and nods towards the XO::

CO McPhee says:
@<vKrieg>:Base Operations: Acknowledged. Send me the report.::lays the phaser down::

XO Starks says:
ADM: what's going on here Admiral?

CO McPhee says:
TO: Do you have a med kit? ::wobbles::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: steps out of the way of the XO and Admiral, and Captain, but stays near to be of service ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: As the CEO fiddles with what he assumes is the control relays an explosion roars in front of him, sending him across the deck

XO Starks says:
:: spins around :: CEO: Irvin!

CTO T’Rel says:
::moves to see if the CEO is ok::

TO Horn says:
*CTO*: Where is everybody. I am on the bridge but now one is here

FCO Qwynn says:
:: runs towards the CEO ::

CO McPhee says:
<vKrieg>::looks with a mixture of emotions as the incident report plays across his terminal::

CNS Janan says:
::sees everyone run toward the CEO, decides to stand back and let them deal with this one::

CTO T’Rel says:
::kneels down next to the CEO and checks his pulse::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: reaches absently for the medical tricorder on her left side and scans the CEO ::

CTO T’Rel says:
All: He's alive.

FCO Qwynn says:
All: He's unconscious... he appears to have a concussion

FCO Qwynn says:
:: takes out a metal cylinder and scans it past the CEO's forehead ::

XO Starks says:
FCO: lay him down below deck until we can get out of here

CO McPhee says:
<vKrieg>:Base Operations: Seal the area in case we have a catastrophic failure of the systems. I'm heading to the level one transporter.

TO Horn says:
*ALL*: Anybody of the Pharaoh crew, please respond ::heads towards the Ops panel and begins to scan for the crew::

FCO Qwynn says:
All: We need to try to wake him up.  XO: Yes, sir.  All: Someone help me move him down into the hull of the ship 

FCO Qwynn says:
:: moves the CEO with the help of another shipmate ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::helps the FCO move the CEO::

CO McPhee says:
@<vKrieg>::enters transporter room::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: lightly smacks the CEO's cheek, once below deck, to try to revive him ::

FCO Qwynn says:
CEO: Eli... Eli

CTO T’Rel says:
FCO: Perhaps we should try using water?

FCO Qwynn says:
CTO: Great idea, would you mind getting some?

CTO T’Rel says:
::goes up to the deck and looks around for a bucket or something::

CO McPhee says:
::staggers over to the helm::All: Let's put this thing in the harbor! ::wrenches on the wheel::

TO Horn says:
::Notices that the crew is on the holodeck on the base and heads directly there::

FCO Qwynn says:
CEO:  Eli!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: smack, smack ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::finds a bucket and draws some water in it::

XO Starks says:
ADM: Well it would seem we're stuck until the program is over. ....So what is this program?

CTO T’Rel says:
::carries the bucket back down to the CEO and FCO::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
XO: James, Could we use a tricorder to boost a com badge signal and get a message out.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
?

CNS Janan says:
::tries to hide a smile, wondering if the CO has any idea how to work this ship::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
edt

CO McPhee says:
@<vKrieg>::inspecting an engineering kit, then affixing it to his belt.

XO Starks says:
ADM: that's possible but it would be far from clear

FCO Qwynn says:
:: barely gets out of the way in time for the CTO to throw the water onto the CEO ::

CO McPhee says:
::wrestles with the wheel trying to get it to turn the ship::

CTO T’Rel says:
::throws water onto the CEO::

TO Horn says:
::Enters the base and heads in the direction of the holodecks::

CTO T’Rel says:
::watches the CEO to see his reaction::

CO McPhee says:
<VKrieg>::to self:: A hopeless man is free from fear::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
XO: The Bombardment of Tripoli. The United States Ships. Constitution, Enterprise, Nautilus, Scourge, Vixen and Syren, All set to scuttle the captured Uss philadelphia that will end the program

CTO T’Rel says:
FCO: Do you have any idea what this program is?

CO McPhee says:
::slips to one knee::

FCO Qwynn says:
CTO: I'm afraid not.  I know very little of Earth's history.

XO Starks says:
:: moves to the wheel :: ALL: Then let's set sail!

TO Horn says:
::reaches the holodeck doors, and tries to enter, but fails::

CO McPhee says:
::without fanfare:: XO: The helm is yours, Commander...

FCO Qwynn says:
:: again scans the CEO ::  CTO: He should be coming around.  Once he awakens, he'll have to remain conscious for 24 hours, and should see the Doc right away.

TO Horn says:
*Base*: Is everything alright, The holodeck doors will not open

CNS Janan says:
::looks blankly at the XO:: Self: Easy for him to say.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
Someone has to play the parts of Lts. Decater and Blake. Row  into the Harbor at Tripoli and burn the Philadelphia, while the rest of the fleet shells the town.

FCO Qwynn says:
CTO: We can have Ensign Muckers stay with him in the mean time, let's go see what we're missing.   This should be a lot of fun!  What a fabulous day!  :: very happy and excited ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: Easy enough!

TO Horn says:
::after receiving information about the holodeck incident, heads towards Captain von Kriegs location::

CO McPhee says:
@<VKrieg>::moves to the transporter padd:: Transporter Chief:: Boost the gain and lock down the confinement beam. I do not want to beam into a bulkhead...

CTO T’Rel says:
FCO: Indeed.

CNS Janan says:
::walks up to the XO:: XO: Okay how do we work this ship? and how can I assist you?

TO Horn says:
:enters the transporter room::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: heads back out onto the ship's deck with the CTO ::

CO McPhee says:
<vKreig>:Transporter Chief: Energize when you have made the proper calculations.

TO Horn says:
von Krieg: Anything I can do?

XO Starks says:
:: takes the CNS's hands and places them on the wheel :: CNS: well you can start by turning us into the wind

CO McPhee says:
<VKrieg>:eyes narrow in a mixture of surprise and slight distrust:: TO: We're beaming into the simulation.

XO Starks says:
:: points to the standing rigs :: FCO/CTO: raise the sails!

TO Horn says:
::Notices what he is doing and grabs some equipment form the storage locker and jumps onto the padd with the Captain::

CNS Janan says:
XO: certainly though burning things sounded easier than this.

TO Horn says:
vKrieg: Hope you don’t mind some company?

CO McPhee says:
<VKrieg>Transporter Chief: Energize. TO: Perhaps...

CNS Janan says:
::glances over to try and see where she left her jacket and wrestles with the wheel::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The TR Chief makes the calculations and The Station CO and TO beam into the Holo-deck

CTO T’Rel says:
::begins turning the wheel to raise the sail with the FCO help::

CO McPhee says:
::returns to the railing::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: Pulls the rope and raises a sail ::

XO Starks says:
:: sees VK and Horn :

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Enterprise leaps into the wind, as the Constitution and Nautilus follow on either side

XO Starks says:
VK/TO: Captain, Lt. welcome aboard the Enterprise

CO von Krieg says:
::feels the unusual transport pull him in strange directions::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
VK: Magnus! So good of you to join us.

CO von Krieg says:
XO: First ::stops himself:: Commander, what is our status?

CO von Krieg says:
ADM: Is this your adventure, sir?

XO Starks says:
VK: on course for history sir, we're heading for the Harbor at tripoli

FCO Qwynn says:
:: once the sail is fully raised, she ties it off as if she knows just what to do ::

TO Horn says:
::looks around and notices the surrounding scenery::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: Captain McPhee crawls into the bridge hatch to be alone in his misery

CNS Janan says:
::is struggling with the wheel, but refuses to let it go::

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at the Admiral and XO:: My Earth history is weak, especially old American history. We need to destroy some ships to end the simulation?

TO Horn says:
::Not really not knowing who to address:: ALL: Sirs, I am going to head below decks and see if I can't help the CTO.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: realizes the Counselor is struggling and goes to aide her ::

XO Starks says:
:: nods at TO ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: I must row to the Constitution, to command the fleet. Magnus, This ship must send a boat to burn the Philadelphia. That is the only way to end the program.

CNS Janan says:
::smiles:: ~~~FCO: Thank you, this thing has a bit of power behind it.~~~

TO Horn says:
::does a quick scan below decks and does not find her. Comes back up and sees the CTO on the main deck::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: smiles :: CNS: I bet :)

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The Tripoltan Harbor comes into view.

TO Horn says:
::Walks up to the CTO:: CTO: what is the situation?

FCO Qwynn says:
CNS: Just let me know which way to pull, or push.  :: smiles again ::  Isn't this great!?!

CO von Krieg says:
ADM: Understood, sir. All: Starks, Qwynn, Horn, and the counselor, you are with me. We're going to end this.

XO Starks says:
CO: aye aye Captain!

CTO T’Rel says:
TO: My American history is not the best but I believe that we need to destroy some of the ships to end the program.

TO Horn says:
CO: Yes sir

CO von Krieg says:
CTO: You as well, Mr. T'Rel

CNS Janan says:
::chuckles slightly:: FCO: Actually, it is very refreshing and different yes. ::nods to one direction:: We are steering that way I think

CTO T’Rel says:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: extremely excited but trying not to show it TOO much :: VK: Yes, sir!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: motions for someone else to take over the steering for them ::

XO Starks says:
:: moves to starboard side and begins to prepare a launch ::

CNS Janan says:
::nods to the CO, not letting go of the wheel until someone gets it::

CO von Krieg says:
All: No risks. By the numbers, crew. ::moves to the long boat and looks at the system of hoists::

TO Horn says:
::follows everybody else::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: breathes deeply and slowly to combat her adrenaline ::

CO von Krieg says:
::helps the XO launch the boat::

XO Starks says:
:: climbs onto longboat and begins the lowering ::

CNS Janan says:
::when someone gets to the wheel she follows the others::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
VK: Mr. Decater! Good Luck! :: grins and enters a launch on the other side to row to the Constitution::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: The American fleet moves to bombard the defenses of Tripoli and cover the scuttling mission.

CO von Krieg says:
  ::puffs as he grapples with the rope::XO: Decatur? How did this end?

XO Starks says:
:: crancking the rigging :: CO: I thought you knew

CTO T’Rel says:
   ::follows everyone to the boats::

CO von Krieg says:
  XO: No...old Earth German naval history...I know. Not this. Do we win?

XO Starks says:
CO: ......how could we loose? <grin>

XO Starks says:
:: as longboat hit the water I grab an ore and begin rowing ::

CO von Krieg says:
::heaves to with an oar: ::

TO Horn says:
::Begins rowing towards the other ship::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: rowing a heavy oar with all her might ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::helps with the rowing::

Host John A says:
ACTION: The American fleet begins to fire at the ground defenses

CNS Janan says:
::rowing actually enjoying this more than that wheel::

Host John A says:
ACTION: A ghostly aura forms for a moment in front of Capt von Krieg and then is gone

XO Starks says:
ALL: We're approaching the Philadelphia!

CO von Krieg says:
::smiles slightly::

XO Starks says:
:: a majestic sailing warship appears ahead ::

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: Then let it come...let it come...::whispers::

FCO Qwynn says:
CO: How are we planning to burn this ship?  What should we do?

Host John A says:
ACTION: Shells and musket fire Ring out from both land and sea

TO Horn says:
FCO: The easiest way would be to ignite the gun powder below decks

FCO Qwynn says:
:: looks to see if the TO and CTO brought their phasers ::

XO Starks says:
ALL: we only need to set off their own gunpowder barrels 

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Once we board her, there should be enough flammables on board. Plus...::draws his small phaser::

CTO T’Rel says:
::hand goes to her phaser::

TO Horn says:
ALL: I have my phaser also

XO Starks says:
:: row row rowing the boat ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: smiles more widely than necessary ::  VK: Brilliant!

CNS Janan says:
::chuckles, thinking that should work::

CNS Janan says:
VK: And can we do this, then leave ourselves enough time to get of the ship again?

Host John A says:
ACTION: As the launch draws into musket range heads appear above the USS Philadelphia’s rail and splashes from shot surround the small boat seconds before the reports are heard

XO Starks says:
:: the longboat is brought up against the Philly near a cargo net ::

TO Horn says:
ALL: Getting off should be easy, just jump

CO von Krieg says:
All: You will be off the ship. I will worry about getting off in time.

XO Starks says:
ALL: keep your heads down!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: ducks her head down, and is ready to climb up onto the Philadelphia ::

Host John A says:
ACTION: Beneath the arch of the ships hull the team is safe for now, above they hear the sounds of defense against boarders

CTO T’Rel says:
::pulls phaser and makes ready for whatever may come::

CNS Janan says:
::did not think that sounded encouraging::

CO von Krieg says:
All: Remember, these are holograms. Take every measure needed to protect yourself...

XO Starks says:
CO: aye aye 

CO von Krieg says:
All: Once I'm in the powder room, retreat back to the boat and row like mad.

TO Horn says:
CO: does this mean that the safeties are off line?

XO Starks says:
ALL: let's do this

XO Starks says:
 :: climbs cargo net ::

CO von Krieg says:
TO: ::nods::

CNS Janan says:
::nods and gets ready to follow::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: climbs cargo net and boards the Philadelphia ::

TO Horn says:
Self: This is going to be more fun than I thought

CO von Krieg says:
::hoists himself up with a strange fury: :: To self:: today is a good day...

CTO T’Rel says:
::follows the CO::

TO Horn says:
::Begins to climb the cargo net, following everybody else::

CNS Janan says:
::climbs up and takes a deep breath as she does so::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
:: see's the boarders and moves to repel them::

XO Starks says:
:: jumps over rail to deck taking a sailor by surprise and hits him from behind, then takes the sword off his belt ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: begins fighting off sailors ::

TO Horn says:
::pops head over the railing and sees the sailor. Pulls out her phaser and begins to fire at the sailor::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: The Pharaoh crew gets a foot hold on the deck as sailors move to repel them

CO von Krieg says:
::rages forward with a yell::

CNS Janan says:
::pulls her self up over the rail and finds herself face to face with a sailor, she grins before attacking him::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
:: falls back at the councilors attack::

XO Starks says:
:: begins to sword fight with sailors wishing he had one of nan's swords ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: sees the Captain out of the corner of her eye making his way forward towards the powder room, and follows behind him ::

XO Starks says:
:: falls back behind the FCO and CO ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::vaults over the railing onto the deck and fires her phaser at a sailor::

TO Horn says:
::notices that the phaser has no effect, jumps over and goes to hand to hand combat::

CNS Janan says:
::wishes for her Katana, shrugs and takes a stance ready for the next sailor::

CTO T’Rel says:
::there is no effect so she uses a neck pinch on him instead::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: the crew finds the hatch to the powder room as the poorly prepared Tripolians try to defend the ship

TO Horn says:
::After killing a sailor, picks up his sword and begins to follow the von Krieg, slashing and hacking at everything in sight::

CO von Krieg says:
::grabs a pirate by the throat, smashing his head into a bulkhead::

XO Starks says:
:: grapples with a sailor and runs him through taking that sailors sword now fencing with a sword in each hand ::

XO Starks says:
CO: there's the hatch Captain!

CNS Janan says:
:: Sees one of the sailors swords, decides it looks to clumsy and heavy, happy to remain unarmed::

TO Horn says:
::tries to run a sailor through that came around the corner::

CTO T’Rel says:
::decides against using a sword::

CO von Krieg says:
::throws open the powder room door:: All Pull back! I'm going to set the power cell for overload. The program can't negate the physics.

FCO Qwynn says:
:: looks at all the fallen sailors ::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: The TOs sword pierces the chest of the sailor, sending him to the deck to die

XO Starks says:
CO: whats' the delay?

CO von Krieg says:
::looks at the nearest crew:: All: This is right.. The right way...Pull back...that's an order!

TO Horn says:
vKrieg: You are going to come also correct?

FCO Qwynn says:
:: hears the Captain order everyone to pull back to the long boat so he can set the explosion ::

CO von Krieg says:
::enters the magazine::

XO Starks says:
CO: we'll see you soon captain!

CNS Janan says:
::turns to the XO:: XO: We are really going to leave him here?

FCO Qwynn says:
:: ushers everyone else back towards the ship ::

XO Starks says:
CNS: he can handle himself, move!

FCO Qwynn says:
CNS: He'll be right behind us 

XO Starks says:
:: climbs onto deck ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::stands considering a moment::

CNS Janan says:
::nods and reluctantly does as she is asked::

TO Horn says:
XO: You do realize he is committing suicide

FCO Qwynn says:
:: as everyone else is back to the long boat, she goes back to help the captain before anyone even notices ::

CNS Janan says:
TO: My thoughts exactly.

XO Starks says:
TO: watch your mouth Horn! The Captain is coming out. Our orders are to abandon this ship so get to it!

CO von Krieg says:
::removes the cover from the phaser, pulls a small magnetic wrench from his tool belt::

TO Horn says:
:XO: General Order 15 states otherwise

FCO Qwynn says:
:: sees the captain at work and guards the hatch from the outside ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::notices the FCO return as she still stands on the deck::

CNS Janan says:
::gives the XO a look which needs no explanation, she has followed the orders but does not like them at all::

FCO Qwynn says:
oh, as I do

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: The team moves to the launch as von Krieg sets the charge, the CTO and FCO move to the launch last

CO von Krieg says:
::completes an adjustment and a shrill whine begins to pierce the air::

XO Starks says:
ALL: launch all boats!

CO von Krieg says:
::hesitates for a moment, staring at the phaser::

CO von Krieg says:
::turns and runs out the door through a shadow::

XO Starks says:
ALL: don't wait for the boats to lower dive!!

CO von Krieg says:
::sees a pirate draw his musket down to fire::

XO Starks says:
:: grabs CNS' sleave and jumps overboard with her ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: sees a pirate draw his musket to fire at the CO and runs toward VK ::

CNS Janan says:
::screams::

CNS Janan says:
::is now falling towards the water::

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Qwynn! Get overboard! ::moves to tackle Qwynn and dump her overboard::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: jumps at Captain Von Krieg ::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: The FCO jumps in front of the CO, just in time to catch the round square in the chest

XO Starks says:
:: hits the water with a large splash ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: goes limp ::

TO Horn says:
::follows everybody else::

CTO T’Rel says:
::hits the water::

CNS Janan says:
::hits the water and resurfaces, glares at the XO, then senses Qwynn::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: A  explosion bursts below decks, blowing out the side of the ship, It begins to list away from the crew

CO von Krieg says:
::in the best possible fashion, grabs Qwynn and jumps overboard::

XO Starks says:
:: a boat is thrown from the explosion ::

XO Starks says:
::grabs boat and helps the CNS in ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::is hit by a piece of flying debris::

TO Horn says:
Swims towards the boat::

CNS Janan says:
::gets in the boat without a word of thanks:: XO: Where is Qwynn, she needs help fast.

CNS Janan says:
::ducks just missing a piece of debris::

XO Starks says:
:: through a shower of wood and flames crew can be seen in the water ::

TO Horn says:
::Grabs the side of the boat and looks around, notices the CTO in the water injured and heads back out to grab her::

XO Starks says:
CNS: over there ::points::

CO von Krieg says:
::flounders in the water in a vain attempt to keep himself and the wounded Qwynn afloat::

XO Starks says:
CNS: start rowing

CNS Janan says:
::helps the TO on board, then gets an oar::

TO Horn says:
::reaches the CTO and grabs her, keeping her head above water::

CTO T’Rel says:
::sees the world spinning from the blow to the head from the debris::

CO von Krieg says:
::to self:: Over...it's over.... End damn you.

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: The bobbing form of Vk and Qwynn can be seen some 10 meters from the ships boat

TO Horn says:
CTO: Don't worry I have you ::begins to swim towards the boat::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: the freezing water slows her bleeding enough to maintain life for a few more minutes ::

XO Starks says:
:: brings boat over to the CO and FCO :: CNS: get 'em on board!

CNS Janan says:
::Lowers her head::

CNS Janan says:
::then moves slowly to help then without even being able to look at the XO now::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: not far away the CTO begins to sink as the TO tries to keep her afloat

TO Horn says:
::continues to struggle to keep the CTO above water::

CO von Krieg says:
::yells:: All: Computer! End Program! End Program! ::gulps in water::

XO Starks says:
:: helps the CNS haul the CO and FCO on the longboat ::

TO Horn says:
ALL: When every you all get a chance, I do need some help here

XO Starks says:
COM: yes by all mean End Program!!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: she begins to watch her ship mates from above as they work to save everyone ::

CTO T’Rel says:
::falls unconscious::

TO Horn says:
::Her legs begin to get tired from fighting the current and helping the CTO::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: As the USS Philadelphia turns over and sinks, the crew find themselves totally dry and laying on the crosshatch of a huge holo-deck

XO Starks says:
:: sees the Philadelphia sink beneath the harbor as the FCO is brought on board the small boat ::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: she smiles with deep affection as she watches the Captain, who she loved so much ::

XO Starks says:
:: taps badge :: EMERGENCY MEDICAL TEAMS TO THE HOLODEACK!

TO Horn says:
::Notices that she is on dry ground, moves over and examines the CTO for any injuries::

Host Tripolian Sailors says:
ACTION: As the program ends the FCO draws her last breath

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Hang on. No one dies on this mission....you understand...no one dies this time!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: thinking to herself... Jimmy... smiles ::

CNS Janan says:
::looks at the floor, whispers so he can't hear:: XO: we are too late.

XO Starks says:
FCO: Qwynn QWYNN!

FCO Qwynn says:
:: she reaches out with all of her spiritual might to ease Von Krieg's pain, to try to remind him that they'll see each other again, that it's not really 'the end' ::

CO von Krieg says:
::a look a panic and knowing crosses his face as a cool breeze washes through his mind::

XO Starks says:
:: Starks yells to no one in particular :: ALL: Where are the God damned medics!!??

Host Admiral K’rust says:
ACTION: Emergency teams, finally aware of the situation, open the doors of the holo- deck and move to help the crew as K’rust stands in the corner of the room frowning.

CO von Krieg says:
FCO: Why didn't you listen...that was mine...::begins to weep::

FCO Qwynn says:
:: she sees her mother, whom she never knew, waiting in the distance for her... toward the light... and follows to her ::

CNS Janan says:
::looks across to the Admiral this time with no smile and a look of contempt::

TO Horn says:
::once she has assessed that the CTO will live, gets up and walks over to von Krieg:: CO: WHAT HAVE YOU DONE?

XO Starks says:
:: as the Med teams take the FCO away James remain on his knees in the holodeck not able to give any comfort to the Captain or the crew ::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
TO: I was Me Lt! This man saved us all! :: points at VK::

CO McPhee says:
 ::walks up, wearing a slightly soiled uniform:: All: What's the status, crew... Good job. You ended the mission.

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: My fault... I knew… there were bugs, yet I started the test anyway.

XO Starks says:
:: walk to McPhee and glares :: McPhee: Shut the Hell Up!

TO Horn says:
ADM: This man put himself at risk, which caused this.

CO McPhee says:
:: looks surprised:: XO: That's insubordination, mister...

Host Admiral K’rust says:
TO: It had to be done, Steven Decater died in history... Someone died here.

CNS Janan says:
::looks across watching the Admiral, to saddened by this to say anything::

XO Starks says:
CO: no it's not, this is :: punches McPhee across the jaw as hard as hard as he can ::

TO Horn says:
::Looks over at McPhee:: CO: And if you don't deserve to be a real CO, you are nothing but a glorified pencil pusher with to much time on his hands

CO McPhee says:
:: goes sprawling and hits the deck, unconscious::

Host Admiral K’rust says:
:: grabs the XO:: XO: Enough James!

XO Starks says:
ADM: I'm done 

TO Horn says:
SELF: Darn, I wanted to do that

Host Admiral K’rust says:
All: I will see to this mess. Take care of the wounded. Now!

Host Admiral K’rust says:
******** End Mission ********


